2011 Game Reports for Week 4
Note: Falcon Blue had a bye.
Falcon White was home and paid tribute to the victims and survivors of 911.

SLW Black
The Falcons Super Lightweight Black match against the Morris Warriors on September
10 was a rough and tumble game. In the “fifth quarter” the defensive line did a great job,
played tough, and kept the Warriors scoreless. With 10:18 remaining, Bruns took the
ball in for a touchdown and Black took the quarter. In the regular game, the big play of
the first half for Black was a sack by Sicinski with 3 minutes remaining in the 2nd
quarter. The first half ended with a 12-0 lead by the Warriors. The second half was
punctuated by strong defensive play from both teams. A highlight for Black was a 4th
down sack by Pierre-Antoine with four minutes left in the 3rd. While the Black held the
Warriors scoreless in the second half, it was not enough to pull out a win as the
Warriors took the game 12–0.

SLW White
The defensive line of Teske, Hawkinson, Cumbee, Maddox Marchbank, Low, Anderson,
Melendez, Wanucha, Bell, and Spencer jumped out on to the field ready for a fight.
Teske stopped a long Lemont run. Anderson and Spencer worked together to knock an
opponent out of bounds before Paliga came through with a nice stop. Dziedzic and
Mason Marchbank provided great blocks. Wanucha carried the ball well resulting in a
Falcon touchdown. Bell put on the heat with a great tackle and Kekatos sacked the
quarterback. Fifth quarter score Falcons 7 Lemont 0.
Barrera began the first quarter with a good run. Gold gave it his all and then some by
hitting hard. The Hornets tried to keep him down, but failed. Lieser broke through and
scored a sixty-yard touchdown, Hawkinson and Guzy both stopped the Hornets from

increasing their score with points after Ronza, Vaundry, Hackett, Bruns, and Rispoli
worked hard to stop Lemont advances.

LW Black
A wise coach said to his Falcon competitors, “The Falcon is the only bird that flies
toward the storm, all other birds fly away….Well Falcon’s this is your storm.” As fierce
competitors, the defense seized the field as Mergenthaler, DBShelton, Slager, Geijer,
Mihajlovich, Clarke, Stewart, Wilkes, DMShelton, Figus, Bullington, Malito, Parrish,
Geijer, Lopez, and Best established a dominating presence on the Warrior offense. The
speed of the offensive line was very impressive allowing Selvaggio and Figus to score
touchdowns during the first half. After the half, Geijer obtained an interception allowing
Clarke to make a touchdown and Malito to score the extra point. Simental ran a 46-yard
touchdown securing a 25 to 7 victory.
The 5th quarter Team’s offense took the field allowing Zajac to score a 12-yard
touchdown. The defense C.Geijer, Marchert, LaMonto, Wharrie, Johnson, Ebers, and
Savaria controlled the Warriors offense and the game ended in a tie.

LW Blue’s “White” Team Makes Progress
With this weeks’ bye, it is time to give some “Atta boys” to some players that would not
normally be recognized. These boys work just as hard as the Blue team players do in
practice. They are considered the younger or less experienced players; they often do
not get to play in the spotlight, but are asked to support their teammates that do.
Whether it’s rooting them on, or pretending to be an upcoming opponent, these guys do
whatever is asked of them day in and day out, without complaint. White’s Offense is led
by Stilp, N.Ernst, Franklin, and A.Ostrowski. Providing blocks are N. Belavich, Alberts,
Eul, Ogarek, Jordan, Jobe, Kruzel, DeJulius, and Robinson. The Defensive line includes
DeJulius, Jaber, Moll, Alberts, Flynn, and Groen. Linebackers are led by A.Ostrowski,
Franklin, and Heimlich. Defensive Backs include Stilp, Barrionuevo, N.Ernst, Kaminski,
Robinson, and Tsamis. Way to go White Team!

LW White
Lemont opened the 5th quarter with a long touchdown run, signaling things to come in
the regulation game. The White offense was unable to move the ball consistently, but
the defense made some big hits, led by Reda, Kasiak, Cash, and Lyke. Lemont won
the 5th quarter 14 – 0.

In regulation, O’Connell was the workhorse on offense early with a number of tough
runs up the middle. On defense, Criscione, J Paliga, Sullivan, and O’Connell made
strong hits. Paliga’s tackle thwarted a two-point conversion. Burks busted up an
attempted reverse, resulting in a 5-yard Lemont loss. In the 4th quarter, Kingsbury
made a 4th down tackle to stop Lemont on downs. On special teams, Lieser had the
most exciting play of the day, with an outstanding, winding punt return. White was down
19-0 at the half, and lost the game 25-0.

JV Black
JV Black got back in the win column by defeating Morris this past Saturday. They got off
to a quick start on a TD run by Powers, to take an early 6-point advantage. Morris
however did answer with a long pass play to tie the game at 6. They then took the lead
on a Falcon turnover, when they recovered a fumble and ran it in for the score.
Morris lead most of the 1st half, until Powers returned a punt deep into Morris territory, a
few plays later, Ortiz blasted into the end zone to tie the game at 12 at the end of the
first half.
As the Piunti brothers looked on, the second half was all Falcons. Shafer threw some
nice passes, one resulting in a TD. Powers had another nice run on a sweep for a
score, and that was how the game ended, Frankfort Black 26, Morris 12.
Good luck at Homecoming verses Ottawa! GO JV Black!

JV White
McCormick, DeButch, Miller, Walsh, Gold, and Batson started fifth quarter defensively.
Byrne and Brozovic delivered some great tackles. Harper, Rispoli, Ronza and Latronica
supplied good blocking. Schmidt carried three times to add yardage. Piotrowski got the
Falcons closer before Walsh ran in a quarterback keeper. Lyke crushed the opponent
and O’Hanlon used his strength to push the Hornets out of bounds.
McGivern was all over the field tripping up Hornets, blocking passes and never giving
up. Morrissey also had a great game tackling and catching Hawkinson’s passes.
Huguelet, Zavis, Bierman, McDermed, Carr, and Burton delivered hard hits. Zelenika
and Polka each blocked extra points. Harris and Parkinson tried to block a path for
Muhammad. The final score was Lemont 24, Frankfort 0.

V Black
The pride of Varsity Black took the field on Saturday against the Warriors of Morris. The
boys were out-sized in this match up, but again that didn’t stop them from making
monstrous plays. McCaslin connected twice with Johnson for some solid yardage.
Powers would lead the team in tackles and had a couple of great punts. Both McCorkle
and McCaslin added to the team’s total yards gained. Varsity Black is slowly but surely
getting a few of their injured players back on the field, however as fate would have it,
another left with a new injury. Varsity Black played with great effort! The boys are
looking forward to returning to their home turf next week for Homecoming! The final
score was 0-28.

V White
On 9/10/2011, Varsity White played a tough Lemont Hornets team. In the first quarter,
Goodwin provided excitement with a big kick-off return. The defensive unit held strong
and allowed only 6 points to be scored by the Hornets. Tackling contributors included
Carr, Barkauski, McDermed, Thibault, Madey, and Ducay. The Lemont defense proved
to be a formidable opponent, and the Varsity White had a difficult time getting anything
going offensively. In the 3rd quarter, Morrissey did carry the ball several times for good
yardage. By the 4th quarter, the Falcons were down 28-0...QB Panfil was switched with
multi-faceted McDermed. Goodwin was able to make a terrific pass completion.
Then...what was Panfil doing at the WR position? He was going out for a huge pass
from McDermed, catching it, and gaining impressive yardage! lot of excitement a little
too late for the Falcons.

FINAL SCORE: FALCONS...0

HORNETS...35

